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GSC:
Journey of thousand miles begins with a single step and it is true in the case of GSC. GSC is a blessing for the students of Gomal University and in the span of one year the council has introduced new trends and potentials in lives of students, GSC is a approach that was once dreamt by Qid-e-Azam.

GOALS AND OBJECTIVES

Council will always follow the spirit of Islam and will never arrange any musical event.

1. Name: The name shall be GOMALIAN STUDENTS’ COUNCIL, hereinafter referred to as ‘COUNCIL’.

2. Purposes: The purposes of the COUNCIL shall be the advancement of:
   . Citizenship and community development
   . Education
   . Arts, heritage, culture and science
   . Health among students
   . The organization of recreational activities for students who have need of them by reason of financial hardship or other disadvantage
   . The promotion of religious and racial harmony
   . The promotion of equality and diversity

3. Activities: In pursuance of its purposes (but not otherwise), the COUNCIL shall:
   • Provide welfare and advice for students
   • Provide a recognized means of communication between students and the administration of the University and other relevant local and national bodies
   • Promote volunteering activities, with volunteers being involved with the COUNCIL itself and the wider community
   • Provide training and student support services
   • Provide facilities and support for its sections for the advancement of arts, heritage, culture and science
   • Provide facilities, support for sports clubs and physical activities and promote general health issues to students
   • Promote equality of opportunity among students and challenge all forms of discrimination whether based on sex, age, race, ethnicity, disability, religion, cultural background or other such status
   • Carry on any other activities which may be advantageously carried on in connection with and which further any of its purposes
**History and Achievements:**

There was no platform for the students in Gomal University to utilize their hidden potentials. So the idea was put onto the table of the Governor by a student of Pharmacy, Shahbaz Israr khan to establish a council in NWFP. However, later on, this idea was greatly acknowledged by Vice-Chancellor Professor Dr Farid Khan , Director Admin Sir Dil Nawaz khan ,Director Students Affair Sir Malik Sattar Bakhsh Awan and the Mr. Fazal-ur-Rehman.

Shahbaz Israr khan and Sir Fazal-ur-Rehman went to each and every class of the university to enlighten the students with the radical idea of Gomalian students’ council. Nevertheless it was difficult to gain popularity in very short time and also to win the hearts of the students.

Several meetings were arranged the selected members used to participate and made different plans about the future of the council:
2. Usman Malik
3. Salahudin
4. Syed Mohsin Raza
5. Nadeem Haider
6. Maddam Farhat Shaheen Kundi
7. Miss Sadad Javaria.
8. Maddam Rhubab Fatima

President GSC presenting shield to the Governor of Vermont
1st General Body Meeting:
Now it was time to take the first step and call General Body meeting. In this meeting surprisingly 450 students participated. Goals and objectives of the council were elaborated by Shahbaz. Then following people addressed the students;
1. Sir DilNawaz Khan.
2. Sir Masood Khattak.
3. Fazal-ur-Rehman.
And the respected Vice chancellor.
Nearly 300 students signed the Registration forms. In this meeting the constitution was approved by 292 members of the Council in General body meeting in which they also selected Mr. Shahbaz Israr Khan as the first President of the Council for the span of two years. The Vice Chancellor took the approval from the members.
After that there was a memorable photo session.

Meeting of Board of Governors:
For arranging the meeting of board of Governors a team was compiled that included:
1. Sir Sattar Bakhsh Awan.
2. Sir Fazal-ur-Rehman.
3. Shahbaz Israr khan
4. Salahudin
5. Malik Usman
6. Syed Mohsin Raza
7. Nadeem Haider
8. Salman Arshid
They went to the dignities of the city and told them the need of the council. They were invited to the meeting. All of them approved the constitution and accepted Shahbaz Israr khan as the 1st President of the council.
Members of board of governors;
1. Patron, Vice Chancellor Professor Dr Farid Khan
2. Chairman, Director Students affairs Malik Sattar Bakhah Awan
3. Registrar Muhammad Jan Khan Gundapur.
4. Director Admin DilNawaz Khan
5. Dr Qasim Khan
6. Dr.Gulmajeed Khan
7. Dr Ayub
8. Dr Bhadhar shah
9. Station Commander
10. DPO Dera
11. DCO Dera
12. Member syndicate Engineer AmanulHaq Khan
13. President Dera Press Club
14. President Union of Journalists and other elite class of the Dera city attended the meeting

Structure:
The structure of the council is the blend of old and new British organizational systems. It includes four houses:
1. House of Royals.
3. House of coordinators and Representatives.
5. House of Ladies; This house came into being after the after the combined approval of the Executive body of the council that helped the girls to participate in various functions.

FUNCTIONS AND PROGRAMS: Council arranged following functions during this short period of time:

1. Selection for All Pakistan Competitions; For the selection following functions were organized:
i Qirat
ii Naat
iii Painting
iv Debate
v Drama
vi Quiz
vii Short film documentary viii) Flower arrangement
viii photography
ix Mushaira competition.
2. Volunteerism day:

It was a joint venture of GSC and NHDC in which thought provoking speeches on volunteerism and its promotion were made by the participants. A great number of students attended the program. The names of the position holders are:

i) Syed Mohsin Raza 1st position
ii) Miss Sadaf Javaria 2nd position
iii) Usman Malik and Imran Khan

3. Annual Dinner and Drama night:

It one of the most grand events arranged by Gomalian Students’ Council. In this event for the first time in the history of Gomal University Old Gomalians from all parts of the country were invited to attend the dinner and to have the interaction with the young blood. Elite class of the city also attended the function.

The matchless characteristic of this event was the participation of girls in all the areas of the function from organization to participation they did exceptionally well. The participation of boys is also worth mentioning.
4. All Pakistan Declamation and Naat competition:

It was the First ever organized all Pakistan competition in the history of the campus. In this competition eight universities from all Pakistan participated:
A) Peshawer university
B) FC college Lahore
C) Agricultire Univresity Faisalabad.
D) Punjab University
E) UET Taxilla
F) AMC
H) Sarargodah University

Naat competition position holders:

1st position  Hafiz sannahullah of FC college
2nd position  Kamal Rahsool of Agriculture university faisalabad
3rd position  Muhammad Asghar UET Taxilla

Bilingual Declamation contest:

URDU

1st position  Salman naveed Butt FC college Lahore
2nd position  Rehan ulhaq University of Animal Sciences Lahore
3rd position  Saqib Jahan Peshawer university

ENGLISH

1st position  Farhad Ali Kazmi FC College Lahore
2nd position  Muhammad Zeeshan Fareed Agriculture University Faisalabad
3rd position  Shamila Zaib of Peshawer university

Vice-chancellor distributed the shields among the winners and the chief guest Brigadier Khaddam Hussain. He also appreciated the marvelous efforts by the organizers in this regard.
5. Several inter and intra Departmental competitions.

The versatile structure of GSC allowed the students to organize various extra and co-curricular events within the faculties and departments.

**FACULTY OF PHARMACY:**

Representative: Hamid Zaman.
Joint representative: Usman Iqbal.

A) Naat and Qirat Competition  
B) Speech competition (I want to live)  
C) Baitbazi  
D) Talk Show (Place of women in our society)  
E) Painting competition (Daughter of Eve)  
F) Presentation competition on current issues.  
G) Drama competition

**FACULTY OF Agriculture:**

Faculty Representative: Irfan Haider Sipra  
Female Representative: Farhana Ramzan

A) Drama competition  
B) Debate competition (I am sorry to be a human being)  
C) Seminars.

**JOINT VENTURES:**
DEPARTMENTS OF MBA AND BIOTECHNOLOGY:

A) Naat Competition.
B) Debate Competition. (Man of the 21st century and challenges)

DEPARTMENTS OF BIOTECHNOLOGY, ICIT AND AGRICULTURE

A) Debate Competition (Corruption and its solution)

In inter and intra departmental competitions several students took participation along with their teachers. Winners of the competitions were awarded with certificates and beautiful prizes. Students are willing to participate in each and every competition organized by the council due to Council standard and motives.

ACHIEVEMENTS OUTSIDE THE UNIVERSITY:

This Year Gomalian students’ Council has participated in various magnificent all competitions and brought many laurels for the university. Gomal University participated in the following competitions;

A) All Pakistan Fatima Jinnah Women University Competition
B) King Edward English Poetry Competition
C) EME Rawalpindi All Pak Declamation Competition
D) Arid Agriculture All Pak Students Week
E) Youth Camp
F) Comsats Competition.
Gomal university won five Positions in different competitions in FJWU for the first time in the history of the university.

1) 1st position in Mushaira                         Asmat Nadir
2) 1st position in Flower Decoration              Sara Anwar
3) 2nd position in Short Film Documentary          Imran Khan And Hamid Zaman
4) 3rd position in Photography                     S.Mohsin Raza
5) 3rd Position in Urdu Debates                    Hafiz Rafey

All students were highly appreciated by the authorities of the different universities for their conduct, behavior and dressing.

YOUTH CAMP:

Ministry of youth conducted a Youth camp in which students from allover the Pakistan participated. GSC members also participated with zeal and zest. They helped in organizing various events. GSC members were highly acknowledged for their abilities and Minister of Youth Affairs wrote an Appreciation to the Vice Chancellor.

Members included:
A) Shahbaz Israr khan.
B) Sallahuddin Yousifzai.
Meeting with American Consulate officials:

Some senior officials US consulate visited Gomal university bin the mid of May. Gomalian students’ Council arranged a highly organized discussion program for them in which students belonging to different areas participated. They mainly discussed the core issues concerning terrorism, education and general awareness among our youth. In the end Gomalian students’ Council presented shields to the guests.

Selection of Gomal Student as a student leader in Study of United States of Institutes:

Student of Gomal University Shahbaz Israr Khan was selected by the States Department to represent Pakistan in USA. His selection was based on his leadership qualities and magnificent performance in curricular and extra-curricular activities. During his stay in America he was highly appreciated for his good behavior, positive attitude and especially for his poems and speeches on peace. His several poems have been published internationally and have got much appreciation world wide.
President GSC participated in peace protest in front of White House.

Participating in different activities

**Comsats Bilingual Debate Competition:**

Gomal University participated with enthusiasm and passion in the competition. Hafiz Rafey and Muhammad Waseem showed their skills and were been able to win the first round. In the 2nd round M. Waseem got the third position.

**All Punjab Lok Mela Drama Competition:**

Students of Gomal University got recognition in all Pakistan Drama competition in which our students performed exceptionally well and scored 2nd position. Team was highly appreciated by Vice Chancellor Professor Dr Muhammad Fareed Khan.

**English Debate Higher Education Competition:**

Gomal University holds a unique place in Higher Education Debate Competitions and it is the third consecutive year that Student of Gomal University Shahbaz Israr khan is winning all Provincial HEC Debate Competition. Mr. Azmatullah, Imran Khan and M. Rafey also performed well and Gomalian students’ council emerged as one of the best teams of the NWFP province.

**Qirat and Naat Competition:**
An impressive Qirat and Naat competition was organised by GSC in the month of February 2009. There was a very tough competition of Qirat as twenty five capable students participated in the competition with zeal and zest. After very interesting competition the result of the jury was:

Hafiz Qazi Abdual Aziz  1st  
M. Irfan          2nd  
Hafiz Abdual Rafey        3rd  

The next day Naat competition was organized in city campus and after a long time that a program was going to be organized in the campus. GSC organized an enrapturing competition and the competition was adorned by nearly forty participants whose voices embellished the whole atmosphere. Results are as follows:

**Glorious Performance in Fatima Jinnah Competitions:**
Gomal University is one of the top universities in extra-curricular activities and this year in 2009 FJWU Gomal University students proved themselves unsurpassed. Gomal University team was highly appreciated by the Vice-chancellor and Registrar of FJWU due to their behavior and performance during the competitions. At every moment it was evident that GSC is following its pattern, “Think together, work together and lead together.”

In the competitions GU won following:

1) **Documentary Competition 1st Position** Hamid Zaman, Sohaib Joyiah and Shahbaz Israr Khan.

2) **Qirat Competition 2nd Position** Hafiz Qazi Abdual Aziz.

3) **Urdu Declamation Contest 2nd Position** Waseem Gundapur.

4) **English declamation Contest 2nd Position** Shahbaz Israr Khan.

5) **Drama Competition 3rd Position**

6) **University Declamation shield 2009.**

**Opening of GSC Lahore Office:**

On 2\textsuperscript{nd} March 2009, old Gomalians block was inaugurated in Lahore, that is a gigantic achievement of GSC. It holds great importance in providing better guidance to the students of Gomal University for their plans. Lahore office has been offered by Mr. Himayun, who will supervise overall functions of the office. Vice-Chancellor Professor Dr. Fareed Khan, DSA Malik Sattar Bakhsh Awan, Director Admin Dil Nawaz Khan, Director Finance Abdual Ruaf Baloch and Publicity officer Fazal-ur-Rehman attended the ceremony.

President GSC shahbaz Israr Khan, General Secretary Qamar Siddique and Miss Sadaf Javaria, Chief Alumni Organizer Ghouws-ur-Rehman, Deupty General secretary Irfan Sipra, Senior Advisor Khawer Javed, Knight of Light Sohaib Joyia and Pharmacy coordinator Hafiz Aziz-ullah Marwat also participated.
Meeting of GSC delegation with respected Majeed Nazimi:

A delegation of GSC met Mr. Majeed Nazami in the office of Nawa-e-waqt. Majeed Nazami is a true patriot and a man of principles, a man who always speaks about the Pakistan problems with bravery. Students had a very long discussion with him over the present scenario of Pakistan and also discussed various ways to solve the problems. Mr. Majeed Nazami emphasized students to concentrate on their studies as our youth is our asset and in the present age we can only defeat our enemies by technology and good character. At the end of the discussion GSC presented a souvenir to the living legend, Mr Majeed Nazami.
ANNUAL LUNCH 2009:

It was nearly impossible to arrange annual lunch in the hostile and riotous conditions of DI Khan but GSC transformed impossibility into possibility and undertook the venture. With the kind support of Vice-chancellor and Administration GSC was able to organize a grand lunch for the alumni and students of Gomal University. Alumni for different cities of Pakistan participated in and revived the memories. Every Alumni was in nostalgia remembering their time passed in the university. It was very emotional to see...
them visiting their room in the hostels and meeting their old friends after twenty years. They mixed with the fresh blood of the university and shared their past. Alumni also shared their experience with the students.

An entertaining stage program was staged which was the picture of the talent of Gomal university Students. Themes of the segments were; patriotism, peace, nationalism and moralities. Old Gomalian also participated in a segment. The program was highly admired by everyone. In the end shields were distributed among the officers, who worked along with GSC to make the program successful, of the Gomal University, working members of GSC and other dignities of the city.

*Annual Report By:*

Muhammad Fazal-ur-Rehman, Shahbaz Israr Khan and Miss Sadaf Javaria